One of a Kind
room for you to lick your hard on beneath it. While feeling in the room, unlike other LV beds, the large bed queen is located with a pillow-top quilted spread with matching shams and window valances. Show a luxury hotel.

Shown above, the 2006 Lando Plus Wheel in the Evergreen Color Scheme.
After that, you'll enter the extra large neo-angle tub/shower and enjoy.

TV or even enjoy your breakfast.

The five-star comfort suite is an important part of the Laredo. The full-length mirror to check your grooming for a day in the room, who knows you might linger for a little more rest of you

Laredo's concept is completely different. Our appealing comfort suite

For many years, RV designers considered the bedroom as a small light.

For example, behind the Laredo Fifth Wheel Five-Star Comfort Suite.

A big reason for the excitement of the 2006

Laredo is the overall fresh approach to RV

and grounding antique clock. There is no issue in the right foreground, there is a huge

There's a stay-light for brightness and head-

wardrobe with deep drawers and a TV counter.

Light woods and carpets give the simple fresh look of today's interiors, you will have